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So, you’ve spent thousands of dollars on training, certification and equipment. Yet,
you still feel like there’s something more out there. Well, there is. There is a right
and wrong way to do things. There is also more than one right way. But, who’s
right? Which way is better? Why do my jobs still not dry with predictive certainty?
How come I do not make the money cleaning that I should? Why do I not pass all
of my verifications? Is there a better way to clean? The answer to all of these
questions and more is, YES there is, and Howard knows the answers.
This high energy and extremely enlightening day will highlight both drying and
cleaning concepts, methods and processes. The first half of the day will teach you
how to become a “Boss” of the indoor environment. You will learn how to predict
your drying. Call your shots. Know what the building is doing and why. Know what
your equipment is doing and why. And, most important, know what to do about it
and the why to explain it.
The second half of the day will showcase both low tech methods, long forgotten
but still highly impactful and relevant, as well as, the latest in cleaning technology.
You will maximize your knowledge in all of the principles in cleaning. Every project
has to be properly cleaned to get paid. So, why doesn’t anybody teach it? We do.
Learn what you’ve been missing in your processes and on your line items in your
invoices. Be prepared to have your eyes opened to a whole new world of
restoration, our world.
Section 1 Highlights: Advanced Psychrometry Made Simple
• Learn Psychrometry and moisture
mechanics the way you should have
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learned them in your certification courses
• Understand the truth about the why, so you Schedule
Description
can make good decisions on what, where,
when, and most important, how
8:30am-10:00am
Advanced Psychrometry Made Simple
• Learn the physical sciences behind what
10:00am-11:30am The Science of Drying and Equipment usage
we do and why it’s important
Section 2 Highlights: The Science of Drying and
Equipment usage
• Learn to become a true “Boss” of the
indoor environment. Now that you
understand the why, master the what,
where, when and, most important, how
• Heat, refrigerant, LGR, desiccant, sub-cool,
chillers, direct exchange units. Learn the
tools and how and when to use them

11:30am-12:30pm

Lunch

12:30pm-1:00pm

Howie’s Helpful Hints

1:00pm-2:30pm

Next Generation Source Removal & Cleaning Methods

2:30pm-4:00pm

The True A.R.T. of Restore Versus Replace

Section 3 Highlights: Next Generation Source Removal and Cleaning Methods
• Learn cleaning methods that were developed in the 1860’s and apply them to modern techniques, methods and
chemistry
• Containment that makes money
• Dustless demolition techniques that really work and make you money
• High performance methods that make extra money because you can charge more for the method
Section 4 Highlights: The True A.R.T. of Restore Versus Replace
• Just because you can restore something, should you?
• Learn how to evaluate your scope, establish a tight scope, and get paid for all of it

For more information go to www.hw3group.com or call 888-835-3871

